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WHITE PAPER 
 

Abstract: For a business, part obsolescence risk is a real problem that need to be 

closely monitored and addressed in due intervals. Because of its nature, many a 

times the leadership focus would 

stray away from day to day activities 

like production and sourcing until 

taken by a complete surprise. A 

single part obsolescence event 

affecting the committed product lead 

times is all that is needed for the 

focus to shift back into effective 

obsolescence management. This 

white paper, by taking an example of a flash memory, looks at typical steps 

involved in identifying, analyzing and qualifying obsolete parts. 

   

“A SINGLE PART OBSOLESCENCE 

EVENT AFFECTING THE COMMITTED 

PRODUCT LEAD TIMES IS ALL THAT IS 

NEEDED FOR THE FOCUS TO SHIFT 

BACK INTO EFFECTIVE 

OBSOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT” 

Ilensys Technologies Pvt Ltd 5/5/2020 [Edition 1, Volume 1] 
 

Obsolescence Risk Assessment & 
Alternate Part Qualification of 16 M bit 
Flash Memory 

SUSTENANCE TRACKING AND MANAGEMENT TOOL 
One of the best ways to manage obsolescence risk is by integrating the obsolescence management activities 
using an integrated software tool or an application we had developed. The benefits include integrated health 
dashboards and easier project tracking. 
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BoM analysis: Identifying obsolete parts

Approach to obsolescence management varies with different parameters. Size of the organizational supply 

chain, Size of bill of materials database, component volumes are some, not all the variables. However, the 

approach is pretty much common. 

Any component, big or small, low cost or expensive, getting obsolete will most likely affect the overall 

production. Some are easy to be replaced, while some are not. For a business that have not looked at part 

obsolescence activity for long, the best way to start is by looking at prioritizing the product lines. 

Prioritization may be based on different yard sticks like, product volumes, revenue impact and others. For 

organizations operating with a single or integrated supply chain, the best place to start is probably with 

the ‘where used’ products and analyzing the revenue impact.  

Once products are identified, a BoM  scrubbing exercise need to be run, that is, component continuity 

need to be assessed by verifying with the suppliers. For most off the shelf components, the component 

availability or continuity is disclosed by a part change notice (PCN) by the component supplier. Third 

party distributor websites are also a source for these supplier PCNs. 

In our case, 16 M bit flash memory was one of the components identified as getting obsoleted in the near 

future. Once we became aware, the project managers swung into action for mitigating the risk. 

Identifying alternate/replacement parts  

Most often, the supplier PCN would suggest an alternate replacement part. In our case, we also looked at 

adding two more parts from different additional suppliers to minimize future obsolescence risks. If your 

design is old, most likely there are opportunities to add additional suppliers’ parts to the BoM. All of this 

is based on your organization policies of dealing with obsolescence risk. 

Parametric and design review 

Compared the specification of the alternate parts against the design. Studied the datasheets and itemize 

the differences in parameters between the existing part and the alternate part/s. In our case, there was a 

difference in speed grade and boot sector sizes, but the alternate parts were pin compatible.   

Design changes 

Since the alternate parts were pin-to-pin compatible, hardware changes were not needed. We had to study 

the firmware and boot sectors to determine what firmware changes are required. Design change has to be 

thoroughly studied to ensure they are backward compatible with the products already released or that is 

in the field. It was found that firmware changes were required to move the boot sector addresses to a 

common block that will work with both the existing parts and the alternate parts. It was also determined 

in theory that the set-up and hold times of the alternate parts with improved speed grade was compatible 

with the existing firmware speeds. However, we added this as a testing requirement to validate during our 

testing. 
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Change verification and validation 

There were three stages of testing: bench test for verification, system level application test for validation 

and product test. 

With firmware changes, we started with a baseline testing of the printed circuit assemblies using the 

existing parts. Built-in self-test routines were written and executed for running marching pattern tests. The 

timing parameters, including set-up time and hold times, were analyzed and verified via bench tests at our 

ESD compliant lab. The same tests were repeated for all the alternate parts and compared against the 

baseline. 

For system level validation, we had run the standard application tests we usually conduct for qualifying 

new products / systems. For an additional layer of design safety, we also conducted a production test, 

which is a subset of the application test. 

Change implementation 

The changes required for validation were handled through factory deviations. Once the qualification was 

completed, a BU level design review was conducted and the changes were regularized in production 

through an Engineering release or an Engineering change order. 
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WITH THE SUSTENANCE TRACKING AND MANAGEMENT TOOL, OUR TEAM WAS ABLE TO 

TRACK AND REPORT PROJECT STATUS MORE EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY. 
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